A0 level
Absolute beginner. Never had contact.
A1 level
Can understand and use familiar and daily life expressions, as well as very simple
sentences, that aim to satisfy concrete necessities. Can introduce himself and
introduce others and is capable of making questions and giving answers on
personal aspects, such as, the place where he lives, the people he knows and the
things that he has. Can communicate in a simple way, if the interlocutor speaks
slowly and distinctly it helps.
A2 level
Can understand isolated phrases and frequently used expressions within areas of
immediate importance (simple personal and family information, purchases,
recent activities). Can communicate on simple tasks and routines that demand
only one exchange of simple information and on subjects that are familiar and
common. Can describe in a simple way his education, past and relate them to his
immediate necessities.
B1 level
Can understand the ultimate issues, when a clear and accent free language is
used and to speak of subjects that are familiar (topical subjects in work or school
and in free time). Can deal with the majority of the situations found in the region
where a standard language is spoken. Can produce a simple and coherent speech
on subjects that are familiar or of personal interest. Can describe experiences
and events, dreams, hopes and ambitions, as well as automatically display
reasons and justifications for an opinion or to present a project.
B2 level
Understands the main ideas in complex texts in concrete and abstract subjects,
including debate techniques - these are the areas of specialty. Can communicate
with a certain degree of spontaneity with natives, without tension between them.
Can express clearly and with details on a great variety of subjects and can
explain a point of view on a present subject, displaying the advantages and the
disadvantages of some possibilities.
C1 level
Understands a vast number of long and demanding texts, recognizing their
implicit meanings. Is capable of stating spontaneous fluent forms without
needing to take too long to find the right words. Is capable of using the language
in a flexible and efficient way for social, academic and professional ends. Can
express on complex subjects, with a well-structuralized and clear form, revealing
his understanding of the mechanisms of organization, cohesion and gelling of the
speech.
C2 level
Understands, without effort, practically everything that he hears or reads. Is
capable of summarizing the information collected in diverse verbal sources and
writings, reconstructing arguments and facts in a coherent way. Is capable of
speaking spontaneously, in a fluent way with precision, being careful to
distinguish fine variations of meaning in complex situations. 	
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